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PRO SERIES BLACK CANYON BACKPACK™ FROM FIELDLINE®  
Whether a Trek in the Woods or All-Day Sit in a Blind, the Black Canyon Backpack Has Your Gear Covered 

 
When you are ready to up your game and only the best will do, reach for the Pro Series Black Canyon Backpack™ from 
Fieldline®. The Fieldline Black Canyon is ideally sized for hunting enthusiasts looking to carry a few essentials on a day 
hike or hunters looking for a hardcore daypack. At 17x13x7-in / 43.2x33x17.8-cm, the Black Canyon will hold all of your 
essential hunting accessories such as calls, ammunition, bone saws, GPS units and shooting sticks — and still have 
enough room left over for extra layers and snacks. 
 
Fieldline’s Pro Series Black Canyon Backpack features a large, roomy top-loading main compartment that features 
handy zipper pulls to make access quick and quiet when wearing gloves. The forward secondary compartment reveals a 
three-pouch organizer that is ideal for securing keys, glasses and other small items that need to be accessed quickly 
and protected from rattling or being damaged by other gear. 
 
The Fieldline Pro Series Black Canyon Backpack’s ample storage lends itself to hunters who carry more gear than an 
ultra-prepared Boy Scout. Fieldline designers took this into account and outfitted the Black Canyon Backpack with a 
padded back and yoked shoulders for additional comfort. After all, you got away from the concrete jungle to relax and 
the Fiedline Pro Series Black Canyon was designed to ensure that you remain comfortable as well. 
 
The Black Canyon Backpack is a flagship member of Fieldline’s Pro Series. This ensures the highest level of attention 
to detail and quality. It also symbolizes extra features such as Fieldline’s Gear-Lock System, which allows users to 
customize the pack with Fieldline’s Gear-Lock accessories. This modular concept, allows the user to customize and 
expand the pack’s capabilities to meet the wearer’s specific situational demands for success. Rounding out the Fieldline 
Pro Series Black Canyon’s features includes a side water bottle compartment and your choice of Mossy Oak® Break Up 
or Realtree® APX for total concealment in any environment. 
 
Fieldline works and plays as hard as you, and understands the rigors hunters place on their gear. Fieldline offers a 
Lifetime Warranty so you can take the Fieldline Black Canyon Backpack to the field with confidence. Fieldline is 
committed to providing high-quality packs, duffels and lifestyle accessories that are fully guaranteed against defects in 
workmanship and materials for the life of the product. 
 
To learn more about the new Fieldline Black Canyon Backpack or any of the company’s rugged Pro Series  
packs and accessories, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032  
• Telephone: (800) 438-3353. Or visit online at www.fieldline.com. 
 

“Like” Fieldline on  to keep up with the latest news and for a chance to win a new Fieldline pack. 
 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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